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Essential Tips

Can I have more than one LRP order?
• Yes, if you have a need for more than your monthly
order, simply change your LRP order and run it again
whatever day(s) of the month you choose. Set up as
many orders as you like. Remember to cancel any
orders youEffectiveness
do not wish to receive the following month.
Safety
How do I getUse
100%
of my shipping
your reference
guide to reimbursed?Avoid contact with eyes, inside
• 50% of your
will
be reimbursed
in of nose and ears.
findshipping
solutions for
concerns
as
they
arise.
product credits when placing any LRP order. The
Dilute with Fractionated
remaining Different
50% willoilsbe
reimbursed
in
product
credits
work for different
Coconut if
Oil for sensitive skin
people.
you’re not
getting
and sustained absorption. Refer
the LRP order
is When
processed
online,
desiredcustomer
results, try different
oils
to the dōTERRA sensitivity
without calling
support.
or different application methods.

guidelines. For convenience,
the dōTERRA Touch® line has
pre-diluted oils.

Massage to
increase benefits
How do I maximize
dōTERRA’s
specials?
and
promote
rapid
• Place an LRP order of
at absorption.
least 125 PV (product value)
Avoid sun exposure for several
Try different
between the
1st andapplication
the 15th. This sets you up to receive
hours after applying Lemon,
methods;
oils under
the Product
of theapply
Month
for FREE and take Wild
advantage
Orange, Bergamot, Lime,
tongue, or to bottoms of feet,
of any promotions.
Pay attention to the PV versus
price,
Grapefruit,
or other citrus
spine, or navel.
as many specials are PV-related, and start on the
1st of
oils topically.
the month.
Read labels and follow

PRODUCT VALUE (PV) MUST EXCEED »
Maintain LRP Rewards Points
Earn 10-30% Points & Increase %
Qualify to Receive Income*
Receive Free Product of the Month

1

50

orders placed between the 1st - 15th)

To receive commissions, you must have a single order of at least 100 PV+.

recommendations.
100
125
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Best Practices
Keep your oils at their best
by avoiding exposure to
extreme temperatures or
direct sunlight.
Use glass containers with
your oils as they can break
down some plastics over
time.
dōTERRA® oils are very
potent. Use smaller amounts
more frequently for best
results.

